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1. Executive Summary 
COVID-19 is still spreading, and spatial distancing is one of the preventive measures taken 

worldwide. With mobility restrictions being eased in most countries, people are encouraged to 

go back to work, meaning that the use of Public Transport (PT) and public spaces will grow 

steadily. Thus, crowds are expected, and maintaining the required distance will be an issue. 

Overcrowding has consequences in many aspects of the city life, such as commercial economy, 

social activities, etc. Co-APS is a crowdsourcing application that gathers additional data by asking 

PT users to provide information on crowds. Through app challenges and games, travellers are 

asked questions that should help to create a full and real-time picture of the situation. How busy 

is it in a specific station? What percentage of passengers is wearing masks? By participating in 

challenges, travellers gather points, which they can exchange for discounts, tickets, or other 

goods and services. 

Co-APS provides a crowd-sensing toolset for transport service providers (TSPs) and public 

authorities/cities to tackle the challenges. This toolset has two different end users: the 

travellers/volunteers and the travel service providers (TSPs)/cities. To provide services to those 

users, Co-APS developed three stand-alone modules/technologies: the Co-APS application, Co-

APS libraries and Co-APS analytics tool. This deliverable focuses on the Co-APS application and 

libraries; however, it also presents the relationship with its analytics tool that is presented in 

detail in DEL03. The latter is the interface of the TSPs and cities. About the application, two 

versions of the app have been produced to test different functionalities. So, this document aims 

to report its latest version that has two main functionalities: crowdsourcing and the provision of 

crowdedness prediction. Moreover, Co-APS application was assessed during its pilot period. 

Although, it was planned to conduct pilots in four pilot sites: (i) Barcelona (SP), (ii) Sofia (BG), 

(iii) Istanbul (TK) and (iv) Karditsa (GR) due to COVID-19 measures (lock down measures in 

Greece and Bulgaria) or legal barriers (case of Istanbul), results and conclusions to get better 

insights from Co-APS utilization on site were driven only by the pilot site of Barcelona. 

Nevertheless, Co-APS also conducted a demonstration pilot in Athens. The focus of each pilot 

was different to address different aspect of development as well as to adapt to the different 

setting and context determined by the pilot environment.  

To that end, this deliverable aims to present the latest version of Co-APS technologies by 

describing the systems general architecture, the new use cases produced which result in the 

occupancy prediction as well as the connection of the Co-APS application with deepint analytics 

tool (web environment). Furthermore, this deliverable aims to present the EU version of Co-APS 

and the Turkish version which for technical and legal reason was created in a slightly different 

way. Finally, this deliverable details the results extracted by the Co-APS pilots (i.e., number of 

downloads, number of active users, results of challenges). Hence, the present document is 

divided into two parts: the technologies developed and the results from the pilots.  
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1.1. Introduction  
This introduction aims to provide an overview of the interaction between the different activities 

(Figure 1) and deliverables of Co-APS (Figure 2) to highlight the position of the information 

provided in this document. The information in DEL 02 is deriving from the activities performed 

in A2002 - Development technologies-toolset and as it a core deliverable of Co-APS project as 

information of its two out of the three major components, namely Co-APS app and libraries are 

detailed in the next chapters both these technologies are the main interface of the 

travellers/volunteers (Figure 3).  

 

 

Figure 1: Activities of Co-APS 

 

Moreover, DEL 02 has a strong connection to the activities performed in A2003-Pilots’ execution 

and dissemination activities. We assess the technologies based on the feedback that we got 

from the pilots. Additionally, we need to mention that this deliverable builds on of DEL 01 which 

presents the first version of the Co-APS app and includes the elicitation requirements and 

description of use cases obtained in the co-creation workshops organized in the first months of 

the project. The analytics tool of Co-APS is presented in DEL 03 and in this document their 

connection is presented. Moreover, DEL 02 has a strong connection to the activities performed 

in A2003-Pilots’ execution and dissemination activities which are reported at a great extent in 

DEL 04. Finally, this deliverable provides input to DEL 04. 
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Figure 2: Co-APS deliverables 

 

 

Figure 3: Co-APS technologies in a nutshell 

In Figure 3, the technologies of Co-APS are presented in a nutshell and this deliverable will 

explain the interface with the citizens, transport users, transportation means used and 

volunteers. This is the Co-APS application with its different versions. The development of the 

Co-APS application and all its components followed a continuous process with certain iterations 

concerning bug fixing and improving the features and functionalities based on stakeholders’ 

feedback (i.e., volunteers and employees of transport service providers and cities’ employees) 

that are presented in detail in section 2.3. To that end, the following figure presents the timeline 

of the Co-APS application evolution concerning its functionalities and its relationship with Co-
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APS pilots. Co-APS pilots started in mid-October to assess the first version of Co-APS that 

included the crowdsourcing functionality provided by the scheduler module and until the end 

of the pilots we have launched a new version of the app that had the features of registration 

and crowdsourcing adding the crowdedness prediction functionality which is a result provided 

by the analytics tool that combines different opportunistic sources such as ticket validation, 

weight of trains etc. 

 

Figure 4: Co-APS app and CO-APS pilots’ timeline 

The following sections depict the changes performed from Co-APS app v1 to Co-APS app v2 

introducing the Co-APS new functionalities and changes performed in the overall architecture 

as well as in flow diagrams to conclude at the final functionalities of Co-APS presented in section 

1.3. 

1.2. Co-APS updates 
During the duration of the project, the technologies have evolved, DEL 01 presents the first 

version of the Co-APS technologies and the following section presents the new use case of Co-

APS generated to compliment the technologies evolution. 

1.2.1. Co-APS new use cases 

Co-APS second version has raised two main requirements that have been extracted following 

the same process described in the first deliverable. Hence, the list of use cases has been 

extended and it is provided in the following table. Each of the use cases include a status 

information to describe if the use case is left as it was written in the first deliverable (DEL01: 

First version of the App) marked as “Not changed”, updated in case there was a change is marked 

as “Updated” and also we have developed two new cases that raised from the before mentioned 

requirements marked as “New” at Table 1. In this document we will be including both the 
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Updated and the New Use Cases trying not to replicate the information provided by DEL01. 

Readers of this document should consult DEL01 to check the use cases that have not changed. 

Table 1: Main Use cases from Co-APS for travellers/volunteers 

Co-APS use cases for travellers/volunteers 

USE 
CASES 

#C1: Sign-
up   

#C2: 
Profile 
creation 

#C3 
Occupancy 

#C4: 
Scheduler 

#C5: 
Point 
system 

#C6: 
Winners  

#C7: 
Edit, Get 
or Erase 
personal 
data 

STATUS 
Not 
changed 

Not 
changed 

New Updated 
Not 
changed 

New 
Not 
changed 

 

The new requirements meet the need to provide more valuable inputs to the users of the app. 

On one hand to assure daily engagement with the app, an occupancy value information. On the 

other hand, to make it easier for the users to get their rewards, a notification system with 

personal unique winner codes has been implemented. The two use cases are detailed below 

with the Use Cases tables.  

Table 2: Occupancy use case 

Use Case ID: #C3 

Use Case Title: Occupancy  

Created By: Dàmaris Coll Last Revision By: Pablo Chamoso 

Date Created: 01/12/2020 
Last Revision 

Date: 
23/12/2020 

Actors: Co-APS user, a traveller of the public transport system 

Description: A Co-APS user checks the occupancy of the public transport of their city.   

Trigger: The traveller taps on the occupancy item of the main menu. 
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Preconditions: 

Has an account in the app and has claimed his/her location (i.e., 

Barcelona, Athens, Karditsa, Sofia) that he/she lives in a city. Co-APS has 

information about the certain station. 

Postconditions: - 

Normal Flow: 

1.      The app shows by default the occupancy (in %) for all the hours of 

that day (from 6:00 to 23:00) and an average for all the stations in their 

city called “All”. 

a.      It shows it like a list with bars that are painted accordingly to the 

occupancy number. As higher it is, darker the color of the bar.  

Alternative 

Flows: 

Alternative Flow 1 

1. The traveller filters by station or by day 

2. The app shows only the occupancy (in %) of that station, and the 

selected date. (Both filters are not mandatory, the traveller can change 

only one, or both). 

Exceptions: 
If AIR Institute does not provide a prediction for that day and station, a 

no data available message will appear. 

Frequency of Use: High (several times per day) 

Special 

Requirements: 
- 

Notes and Issues: 

not all predictions have the same accuracy as the data from 

opportunistic sources vary and also the models differ (please see also 

DEL03)  
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Table 3: Scheduler use case 

Use Case ID: #C4 

Use Case Title: Scheduler  

Created By: Dàmaris Coll Last Revision By: Ismini Stroumpou  

Date Created: 30/07/2020 Last Revision 

Date: 

23/12/2020 

Actors: Co-APS user, a traveller of the public transport system 

Description: The traveller can participate in challenges that appear in different 

locations of the city.  

Trigger: The traveller opens the app 

Preconditions: 1. The traveller must be signed-in 

2. The traveller must be near a location to participate 

Postconditions: The traveller will gain points for the participation into the challenge 

1. The traveller’s perception score will be changed accordingly 
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Normal Flow: 2. The scheduler in the server predicts for all the locations the 

challenges for the day, those challenges are sent to the mobile 

device, thus no location information of the user is sent to the 

server for privacy reasons. 

3. The app shows a map with the challenges of the day 

4. The traveller will only be able to participate if her/she is near a 

challenge at the time it is starting. Challenges will only be live 

for 10 minutes.  

5.  The traveller can see the information of the challenges that are 

about to start, this information includes details about the 

location (e.g., name of the metro line, platform, etc), starting 

time of the challenge and a button to participate 

6. The traveller decides to participate in the challenge, more 

information about the challenge is displayed (more accurate 

information about the location and conditions of the challenge) 

7. The traveller pushes the button that triggers the challenge 

8. The challenges consist of a single question with pictures, the 

traveller selects the correct answer 

9. The app shows a confirmation screen 

10. The traveller participation and answer are recorded into the 

database 

11. Once the challenge is closed, the server computes all the 

answers and stores the occupancy degree of the location and 

time 

12. The points system is triggered 

Alternative 

Flows: 

Alternative Flow 1: The traveller decides to not participate and closes 

the challenge tab information. The app shows the map. 

Alternative Flow 2: The user is notified of a challenge that is starting in 

their current location and accesses the app to participate. 

Exceptions: No GPS available, the map can’t show any information. 

Frequency of Use: High (several times per day) 

Special 

Requirements: 

- 
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Notes and Issues: The scheduler depends on the characteristics of each pilot city’s 

locations.  

More locations have been added in the second version of the app, and 

repeating times have been adjusted for each location as well. 

  

 

Table 4: Winners’ use case 

Use Case ID: #C6 

Use Case Title: Winners  

Created By: Dàmaris Coll Last Revision By: Ismini Stroumpou  

Date Created: 01/12/2020 Last Revision 

Date: 

23/12/2020 

Actors: Co-APS user, a traveller of the public transport system 

Description: If the Co-APS user is in the winners list a notification is sent with a winner 

code. The code is added also to the “Check rewards” screen. 

Trigger: The Co-APS user is selected as winner based on his/her ranking and the 

prizes of each city location. 

Preconditions 1. 7th of January of 2020 is the official date that the list of winners 

is going to be generated. 

2. Considers all the activity of the user up until the 31st of 

December 

3. The user meets the criteria of their location. Each location has a 

different criterion, number of winners and rewards. 

4. The user must be using the app and have already accepted the 

new terms and conditions. 
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Postconditions: The user must send an email to the TSP or city contact (provided in the 

notification) including the winner code. 

Normal Flow: The user receives a winner notification including the email to retrieve 

the prize and the winner code 

Alternative 

Flows: 

• The user taps on the “score” menu 

• The user taps on the “check rewards” link 

• The screen includes the winner code as well as the regular 

message 

Exceptions: - 

Frequency of Use: Low (once) 

Special 

Requirements: 

The user needs to claim his/her award. 

Notes and Issues: The list of winners, along with the generated winner codes, will be sent 

to the TSPs and cities in order to be able to check the winners once they 

get the claim rewards emails.  
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1.2.2. Co-APS new diagram flows 

In Figure 5 and in Figure 6 we present the new flow diagrams that represent the new use cases 

analyzed in the previous section.  

 

 

Figure 5: Occupancy flow diagram 

 

 

Figure 6: Score & rewards flow diagram 
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1.2.3. Co-APS architecture update 

For the second version of the app, we have included two requirements that have slightly altered 

the system’s architecture. The main aspects remain the same as reported in the DEL 01 but we 

have added one module for the occupancy requirement, made changes internally in the score 

module (which includes the winners’ functionalities) and a new communication channel 

between the analytics tool and the Co-APS system. Figure 7 presents the overall architecture of 

Co-APS system which is based on CIGO-CORE technologies and technologies from the previous 

experience developed during My-TRAC project. 

 

Figure 7: Architecture of Co-APS 

1.3. Co-APS functionalities  

Co-APS application is available for Android and iOS mobiles and Figure 8 presents its 

functionalities in a schematic way. Co-APS EU version is working in 5 different languages namely 

English, Spanish, Catalan, Greek, and Bulgarian. A different version was developed for Turkey, 

please refer to section 1.6. Additionally, Figure 9 presents the mobile app flow and the following 

paragraphs explain the way that each functionality of Co-APS is represented at the mobile phone 

of the user.  
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Figure 8: Co-APS functionalities 

 

 

Figure 9: Mobile app flow 
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Mobile app main functionalities  

1. Registration 

2. Personal Profile 

3. Challenges 

4. Scores & Rewards 

5. Winners (inside Scores & Rewards module) 

6. Occupancy 

 

 

F1: Traveller’s /volunteer’s Registration or login (with email or social media) 

When the traveller/volunteer downloads for the first time the Co-APS app, a wizard explaining 

what the app contains is shown. At the end of it, the user is prompted to read and accept the 

terms and conditions (Figure 10). Every time that the terms and conditions are updated to cover 

new aspects, the user is notified about the changes.  

 

 

Figure 10: Wizard and terms and conditions screens 

 

Afterwards if the user decides to subscribe it can be done through the sign-up screen with two 

options “Create an account” and “Sign up with social media” account (i.e., Facebook, Apple, 

Google) (Figure 11).  
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) 

Figure 11: Registration and Login screens 

F2: Traveller’s Profile and trustworthiness calculation 

The first time that the user logs in, a questionnaire is presented with relevant demographic 

questions which aims to provide information to the travel service providers and the cities 

authorities (Figure 12). 

 

 

Figure 12: Traveller’s profile screens 

Afterwards the user has to answer a questionnaire of 20 questions in order to allow Co-APS to 

calculate his level of trustworthiness (see more information concerning the calculation in DEL 

01) (Figure 13). 
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Figure 13: Initial trustworthiness questionnaire 

Once the user is registered, he can always modify aspects of his profile i.e., change all the 

answers that were providing at the initial questionnaire. Also, the user can change his password, 

edit his traveller profile, request his data retrieval (compliance with GDPR), re read the terms, 

conditions and privacy policy of Co-APS and finally can connect with My-TRAC-travel companion 

if he wishes to search for itineraries (Figure 14). 

 

Figure 14: Profile screens 
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F3: Scheduler/challenges 

The scheduler is the core functionality of Co-APS and it provides Co-APS the crowdsourcing 

feature. The scheduler provides the different challenges per pilot site and also regulates their 

time interval and appearance to the user (Figure 15). The user has downloaded the app and is 

registered, so Co-APS every time that the user is located at the place of challenge on the time of 

a challenge pops up a message and asks the user if he would like to participate in the challenge. 

The challenges have a similar format with the questions of the trustworthiness questionnaire  

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Challenges screens 

 

 

F4: Score and rewards 

Based on the trustworthiness of the user and other users answers the score of the user is 

calculated and it is presented in his mobile (Figure 16). Although, the score and the ranking of 

the user is continuously updated, the provision of rewards depends on the pilot site and the 

pilot leaders (TSP/city). Hence, due to the specifications of each pilot site, the pilot leaders i.e., 

TMB in Barcelona, IBB in Istanbul, DA in Sofia and the Municipality of Karditsa in Karditsa, 

decided to impose different rules and awards, these rules are posted at the landing page of the 

project (https://coaps.eu/) in order to be updated if necessary and for the user to have 

immediate access. For example, the rules posed in Barcelona are the following:” You can 

accumulate points by participating in the challenges that you will find throughout the city of 

Barcelona. At least 10 challenges must be completed before December 31st in order to be eligible 

for a prize. You can get any of these incredible prizes: Exclusive TMB merchandising gift for the 

30 most active participants.”  

https://coaps.eu/
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Figure 16: Screens of score and rewards 

F5: Winners 

The winners will receive a message to be able to claim their award like a pop-up message. This 

message contains the following information: "Congratulations! We are happy to announce that 

you have won one of the prizes from your location. Please send an email to [email] and let them 

know that your winner code is [winner_code]. You'll be sent instructions to get your prize.". The 

email will be the contact email of the pilot leader and the winner code will be a unique code 

generated per winner. The pilot leader will have the list with the winners and the respective 

winners’ code to provide the awards. We decided to distribute the awards in this way to have a 

scalable system but also to allow local players to participate later on in Co-APS ecosystem.  

 

F6: Occupancy 

Occupancy prediction is one of the functionalities that provides added value in Co-APS. It needs 

to be clarified that occupancy prediction is not only a result of the challenges played by the 

volunteers but also a result of the combination of different datasets. The occupancy prediction 

is determined by Co-APS’ analytics tool which is based on deepint (see more info in DEL 03). The 

Co-APS application is presenting this result with different filters. Occupancy prediction is 

performed per hour, per week, per all station of registered, per station and per direction in some 

cases. As an example, Figure 17 shows occupancy prediction for today (24/12/2020) in all 

registered stations in Barcelona, the filter of choosing a date for the seven days, the filter of the 

stations and also the prediction of occupancy in Diagonal (towards Cornellà Centre) and the 

prediction of occupancy in Sagrada Familia (towards Cornellà Centre) on 26/12/2020.  
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Figure 17: Occupancy prediction screens 

1.4. Co-APS libraries 

The backend server functionality is provided to the mobile server via micro-services (service-

oriented architecture variation) which are written in GOLANG1 and persistence is done in a 

MYSQL2 Database.  

Micro-services are hosted in a cloud container with a routing engine to redirect to the 

appropriate service.  

Security for the micro-services is enabled via HTTP basic authentication or Firebase3  token, 

depending on the degree of security required for each of the services.  

Following, a table that lists each of the modules and the micro-services they include, plus for 

each of those services we provide a description below. Please check Annex 2: Micro services 

documentation for more technical details of each of them. 

 

 

 
1 https://golang.org 
2 https://www.mysql.com 
3 https://firebase.google.com 
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Table 5: Modules and micro-services 

Module Micro-services 

Profile module ● getuserinfo 
● deleteuserinfo 
● checkuserregistration 
● getpoll 
● setpolls 

Scheduler module ● availablechallenges 
● getchallengeinformation 

Scoring computation module (and winners) ● getuserpointsranking 
● getchallengeinformation 

Occupancy module ● getstations 
● getstationheatmap 

 

1. Profile Module 

Service name Description 

POST getuserinfo Sends an email with the GDPR information 

from a certain user. 

POST deleteuserinfo Sends an email with the removal of the GDPR 

information from a certain user. 

POST checkuserregistration Verifies the status of the user registration. 

There are three profiles to fill in: 

personal_profile_done, 

transport_use_profile_done and 

perception_profile_done. 

POST getpoll Retrieves the answers to a questionnaire. 
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POST setpoll Retrieves the answers to a questionnaire. It is 

a generic micro-service and works for 

challenges as well as questionnaires.  

 

2. Scheduler module 

Service name Description 

POST availablechallenges Retrieves the available live challenges in the 

last 24h 

POST getchallengeinformation Retrieves detailed information of the 

challenge, includes information of the station, 

etc.. 

 

3. Scoring computation module 

Service name Description 

POST getuserpointsranking 
Retrieves the points and ranking from a 

certain user in their current region. 

POST getuserpointsperiod 
Retrieves the descriptions of each of the 

locations (stations) and points obtained by 

the user in a certain period of time (e.g.: last 

7 days, last month). Answers are ordered 

considering that the last played challenge 

goes first. 

POST getrewardsurl 
Retrieves the url of where the rewards are 

explained.  
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4. Occupancy module 

Service name Description 

POST getstations 
Retrieves the stations where we have 

gathered occupancy information. This service 

is executed after the connection with the 

Analytics tool occupancy prediction system. 

POST getstationheatmap 
Retrieves the occupancy value (heatmap) per 

each station and date queried (by default 

today) 

1.5. Connection of Co-APS with the analytics tool of deepint 

As it was mentioned, the Co-APS (please see Figure 3) application is connected to the Co-APS 

analytics tool deepint to be able to present the results of the occupancy prediction which is 

performed in the analytics tool that is the interface of travel service providers and cities (for 

more details please see DEL 03). To that end, the Co-APS backend and app has two 

communication channels with the Co-APS analytical tool that has been implemented by the AIR 

Institute and it is provided in their own infrastructure.  

 

1. Table view channel: AIR needs to access the data stored in the Co-APS database in order 

to be able to process it and then show it in the TSP and cities dashboards. More 

information about the Dashboards and the processing of data was provided already on 

DEL01 chapter 3.3. For this channel two table views to the database were created. The 

views are:  

a. view_users_air (Table 6) 

b. view_challenges_air (Table 7) 

 

Table 6: view_users_air 

Field name Field Type Required Source 

created_at timestamp yes UPC 
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lang string yes UPC 

user_id long yes UPC 

location string yes UPC 

age string yes UPC 

gender string yes UPC 

work string yes UPC 

usual_trip_purp

ose 

string yes UPC 

usual_mean_on

_transport 

string yes UPC 

discount string yes UPC 

code_region string yes UPC 

occupancy string yes UPC 

arrive_on_time string yes UPC 

keep_distance string yes UPC 

user_weight double yes UPC 

·     

 

Table 7: view_challenges_air 

Field name Field Type Required Source 

id long yes UPC 

lang string yes UPC 

time_start timestamp yes UPC 
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time_end timestamp yes UPC 

lat double yes UPC 

lon double yes UPC 

code string yes UPC 

description string yes UPC 

extra_info string yes UPC 

localization string yes UPC 

code_region string yes UPC 

option_1 long yes UPC 

option_2 long yes UPC 

option_3 long yes UPC 

option_4 long yes UPC 

option_5 long yes UPC 

estimated_val

ue 

double yes UPC 

total long yes UPC 

 

Table 8: Main variables description 

Main fields Description 

user_id The user id is created for every user of Co-APS and it is a unique identifier that is used in the 

system to single out a user and register his/her actions. 
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location The location is the country that the user selects to run the app. At the moment the pilots of 

Co-APS include Barcelona, Sofia, Istanbul and Karditsa. A user at another location cannot use 

the app as challenges are launched only in the aforementioned cities. The reason that Co-APS 

is processing these locations is to align the number of challenges that are launched per day 

and to send the correct challenge package to the user.  

age The age of the user is gathered for statistical reasons. The user can choose between 18-24, 

25-34, 35-44, 45-54, 55-65, +65 

gender The gender of the user is gathered for statistical reasons. The user can choose between: Male, 

Female, Other, prefer not to say 

work The type of work of the user is gathered for statistical reasons. The user can choose between: 

Public servant, Private employee, Self-employed, Student, Retired, Unemployed 

id The id of the challenge is used to process and generate the results per challenge. Although, it 

is not directly referred to the user it is used to link a user with a played challenge. It can be 

considered as personal datum because if the user plays on that challenge means that he/she 

is located in a certain point (lat, long) at a specific time (e.g.10.00, 18.30 etc)  

lat, long  The coordinates of each challenge are characterized by latitude and longitude which means 

that a participant of a certain challenge had these GPS coordinates at a specific time and by 

playing the challenge Co-APS stores his/her position. The lang and long are stored and 

processed to provide the results of Co-APS.  

localization Localization is a parameter used in specific challenges to give extra information about the 

challenge location (e.g. train stations names) 

  

To allow the access to the former views, a user and password was created to allow a regular 

access via a standard MYSQL client. To provide a security layer, only the IPs specified by AIR were 

given access to the views. 
 

2. AIR API: A communication channel through an API from the Analytical tool to the Co-APS backend 

allows the information from the prediction system about the occupancy in the stations to be 

shown in the Co-Aps app.  The API is accessible via GET calls and the queries expect a QueryTree 

to specify the parameters to determine which information we are accessing each time. 

Authentication is assured via x-auth-token and a specific token provided by AIR. Let see an 

example (with a curl) of the type of queries and its response: 
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curl --location -g --request GET 'http://app.deepint.net/api/v1/workspace/7631a37f-d5ae6c82-76299467-

175221ee317/source/0000017605920685-80693747-73111c7b-

3334aab1/instances?limit=1000&order_by=1,asc&where={%22type%22:%20%22allof%22,%20%22children%22:

%20[{%22type%22:%20%22one%22,%20%22operation%22:%20%22eq%22,%20%22left%22:%200,%20%22right

%22:%20%222020-12-15%22}]}' \ 

--header 'x-auth-token: DWGLayqtd8RH184S9kNwzCKdspa-

mdbApIPBZvsUQZV7kx45VmaUS8Ugy8VkkmMLGfyG9KExSdG6i5NHnOCH1A' \ 

--header 'Cookie: 

AWSALBTG=Y9XXQSlHi8+a20y8cbpcxmLbYxBMFl6STAg34dgTG4toK0/RjD/L9aIylXhnKgnaUrl8U/g2Ok2t8uHgfgVRi

AP19pEPlrEhEfyy0zyPgLF9rwtTsgUfYLNbC4Gq0LUNqDA2WAM1RuCne4IeZN/g682xB1w1FmEX020ug4y4Mbwt; 

AWSALB=QRzqSSIuDxJOPkOwIhV/SOWd174FyILS6dnXeai8n3b+9+ngkkzb0ncvD3s5imFMDd+61Xi6jfVo1gnkSYmi1

V3JL78f/wsHkhdMlbjnNermiGWH4DuWlA15PWqN' 

 

 

Answer: 

 

{ 

    "features": [ 

        { 

            "index": 0, 

            "name": "Date", 

            "type": "date", 

            "date_format": "DD/MM/YYYY" 

        }, 

        { 

            "index": 1, 

            "name": "Time", 

            "type": "date", 

            "date_format": "HH:mm" 

        }, 

        { 

            "index": 2, 

            "name": "Station", 

            "type": "nominal", 

            "date_format": "YYYY-MM-DD" 

        }, 

        { 

            "index": 3, 

            "name": "Direction", 

            "type": "nominal", 

            "date_format": "YYYY-MM-DD" 

        }, 

        { 

            "index": 4, 

            "name": "Occupation", 

            "type": "numeric", 

            "date_format": "YYYY-MM-DD" 

http://app.deepint.net/api/v1/workspace/7631a37f-d5ae6c82-76299467-175221ee317/source/0000017605920685-80693747-73111c7b-3334aab1/instances?limit=1000&order_by=1,asc&where=%7B%22type%22:%20%22allof%22,%20%22children%22:%20%5B%7B%22type%22:%20%22one%22,%20%22operation%22:%20%22eq%22,%20%22left%22:%200,%20%22right%22:%20%222020-12-15%22%7D%5D%7D
http://app.deepint.net/api/v1/workspace/7631a37f-d5ae6c82-76299467-175221ee317/source/0000017605920685-80693747-73111c7b-3334aab1/instances?limit=1000&order_by=1,asc&where=%7B%22type%22:%20%22allof%22,%20%22children%22:%20%5B%7B%22type%22:%20%22one%22,%20%22operation%22:%20%22eq%22,%20%22left%22:%200,%20%22right%22:%20%222020-12-15%22%7D%5D%7D
http://app.deepint.net/api/v1/workspace/7631a37f-d5ae6c82-76299467-175221ee317/source/0000017605920685-80693747-73111c7b-3334aab1/instances?limit=1000&order_by=1,asc&where=%7B%22type%22:%20%22allof%22,%20%22children%22:%20%5B%7B%22type%22:%20%22one%22,%20%22operation%22:%20%22eq%22,%20%22left%22:%200,%20%22right%22:%20%222020-12-15%22%7D%5D%7D
http://app.deepint.net/api/v1/workspace/7631a37f-d5ae6c82-76299467-175221ee317/source/0000017605920685-80693747-73111c7b-3334aab1/instances?limit=1000&order_by=1,asc&where=%7B%22type%22:%20%22allof%22,%20%22children%22:%20%5B%7B%22type%22:%20%22one%22,%20%22operation%22:%20%22eq%22,%20%22left%22:%200,%20%22right%22:%20%222020-12-15%22%7D%5D%7D
http://app.deepint.net/api/v1/workspace/7631a37f-d5ae6c82-76299467-175221ee317/source/0000017605920685-80693747-73111c7b-3334aab1/instances?limit=1000&order_by=1,asc&where=%7B%22type%22:%20%22allof%22,%20%22children%22:%20%5B%7B%22type%22:%20%22one%22,%20%22operation%22:%20%22eq%22,%20%22left%22:%200,%20%22right%22:%20%222020-12-15%22%7D%5D%7D
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        }, 

        { 

            "index": 5, 

            "name": "Id", 

            "type": "nominal", 

            "date_format": "YYYY-MM-DD" 

        } 

    ], 

    "instances": [ 

        [ 

            "15/12/2020", 

            "00:00", 

            "6660133-L5", 

            "1", 

            3.81, 

            "15/12/2020T00:00.6660133-L5.1" 

        ], 

        [ 

            "15/12/2020", 

            "00:00", 

            "6660328-L5", 

            "1", 

            4.01, 

            "15/12/2020T00:00.6660328-L5.1" 

        ], 

        [ 

            "15/12/2020", 

            "00:00", 

            "6660422-L4", 

            "1", 

            0.28, 

            "15/12/2020T00:00.6660422-L4.1" 

        ], 

 

………… // More data not included because it’s not necessary for comprehension 

 

] 

} 

 

 

Once the Co-APS server gets this information, the occupancy module processes it to prepare the 

information as the mobile app is expecting it, for instance making a summary.  This information 

is always directly consulted by the Analytics tool and thus, it is not stored in the Co-APS database. 

To check the flow, see the previous chapters in this document and Co-APS’ new diagram flows. 
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1.6. Co-APS EU version versus Co-APS Turkish version 

To be compliant with the legal Turkish regulations’ requirements, which are thoroughly 

explained in DEL 06 and the Pilot chapter of this document, from the technical point of view 

there was extra work performed during the second half of the project. We have implemented a 

separate instance of the backend for Istanbul resulting in having two backends that follow the 

same exact data schema for the two separate databases, two separate firebase accounts for 

authentication while sharing the same microservices from the server. For the one called Co-APS 

EU which contains data for Barcelona, Karditsa and Sofia. Co-APS EU is translated into Catalan, 

Spanish, Greek, Bulgarian and English. For the Co-APS Turkish version only data of Istanbul is 

considered both for the users and the scheduler, also this version is available only in Turkish and 

English. Figure 18 shows the way that Co-APS architecture was extended to meet the Turkish 

version’s legal requirements.  To allow a scalable deployment the common code is developed a 

single time and then replicated into the two instances at compilation time. It is important to 

stress that the two instances have separate databases to strictly comply with the legal 

regulations of Turkey. 

Each of the instances are generated and then encapsulated within a docker container that allows 
installing them into any type of server as they include all the code and their dependencies.  

For the Turkish version, the Co-APS technical team made sure that it was compatible with the 
server requirements that requested having it installed into a dedicated Windows server with a 
fix IP to access. This latter restriction also implied having a VPN client installed to access only 
with the same IP although it was accessed from different wi-fi networks that provide variable 
IPs. 

For the mobile app it was required to implement a separate .apk for the Co-APS Turkish version, 
the following tasks were performed: 

o Modify network layer to retrieve data from the Co-APS Turkish server 
o Disable multi language support 
o Remove localized resources 
o Add localized resources for Turkish language (texts, images, T&C...) 
o Create and configure both Android and iOS apps on exclusive Firebase server 

for Co-APS Turkish version 
o Enable 3rd party authentication mechanisms 
o Customize email templates for Turkish language 
o Review UI in Turkish language 
o Testing 
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Figure 18: Extended Architecture 

1.7. Issues, bugs, and improvements  

During the development phase of the application, we have encountered various issues and bugs 
which the Co-APS developers have managed to resolve during the second phase. In the following 
paragraphs we present some of them divided by functionality.  

Registration:  

To be able to fully comply the winners’ requirement (see new use case #C6 in Chapter 1.2.1) the 
main improvement in the Registration part of the system was the addition of a pop-up 
messaging system to notify Co-APS winners when and where they can claim their awards. This 
new functionality is cross-platform, meaning there was both new important developments done 
inside the mobile app and the registration module in the backend. This improvement also 
generated an issue with the current terms and conditions, since to be able to notify the winners 
we needed to store a new item of information from the user (their device id). The issue was 
perfectly solved by including this information in the text of the legal terms but also a change in 
the code of the mobile app to force the wizard even when it was only an update for the already 
registered users. During the wizard the user is requested to read the terms and conditions and 
accept them before being able to continue using the app. During the first phase testing of the 
app there was a smaller improvement requested by the users in order to help with the usability. 
In the app we added a “keep credentials” checkbox that uses the mobile cache, so after the first 
sign in it allows the user to have a quicker access to the app. 
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Finally, also during that first phase an issue arose in the multilanguage capacity of the app. Since 
we had very different languages living in the app, such as Greek or English, the large of the 
sentences vary immensely which can be a handicap to design specially the registration UI 
screens of the app, where complete sentences are needed. In order to solve that issue, and keep 
the same compact design, we implemented a reading functionality within the app that uses the 
long press action provided by the mobile phones OS. The user can now long press on any piece 
of text and they will be able to see the complete sentence when it is cut by the UI interface. An 
information panel on top was also added to inform the user of this added mobile app long press 
gesture. 
 
Scheduler: 

The Scheduler module could be considered the engine that powers Co-APS. This module was 
completely implemented for the first version testing, but there were a few things that we added 
to tune it according to the first experiences: 
 

• Addition of new stations in Sofia to extend the respective pilot scenario (Table 9). For 
the first version we had only Pliska Station for the Sofia pilot, during the second phase 
we added the following stations: 
 

Table 9: Additional stations at Sofia, second phase of pilots 

Name: Serdika 
Description: Serdika 1 
Extra info: Metro Line 1 
GPS: @42.697858,23.321145 
Name: Lavov Most 
Description: Pl. Lavov Most 
Extra info: Ground level bus lines and metro station 
GPS: @42.705147,23.3230193 
Name: Krasno selo Hipodruma 
Description: Zh. K. Krasno Selo 
Extra info: Bus stops & Metro Line 3 
GPS: @42.6786843,23.2848503 
Name: Orlov Most 
Description: Orlov Most (Eagle Bridge) 
Extra info: Bus stops, Metro Line 1 & Metro Line 3  
GPS: @42.690558,23.3286812 
Name: Pette Kyosheta 
Description:  Pette Kyosheta (Bulevard Praga) 
Extra info: Bus stop, Trolleybus & Tram stops 
GPS: @42.6891552,23.304501 

 

• Modify time intervals for Sofia challenges, there was requested a 10-minute separation 
between new challenges.  
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• Modify time intervals for Barcelona challenges. On the contrary, in Barcelona the time 
between challenges has been incremented to half an hour. 

• Add the direction of the metro lines in Barcelona’s challenge in order to help the user 
to identify the challenge. Since Barcelona is the only pilot that considers two challenges 
per each station it is important to assure that the user is participating in the correct 
direction of their station platform.  

• Allow the user to play one challenge at a station, not for each direction.  
 
Profile  

One of the main complications that appeared in the profile part was the combination of GDPR 
with allowing the sign in via social media (e.g., Apple account or Facebook). For those two 
platforms there’s a third-party service that allows the user to sign in without sharing their emails, 
instead the platform generates a mirroring email for them. The email information is vital for the 
GDPR functionality, where we either send all the information stored by Co-APS to the user, or 
completely remove their account and related data. In both cases we need the real email to 
confirm the user of those actions. In order to solve this issue and also give extra freedom to the 
user, a pop-up was added that allows inserting the email where the user wants to receive the 
GDPR information. For those users that didn’t sign in with social media, they can also provide a 
different one from the registration email. This ‘GDPR’ email is only used for this process and not 
stored linked to the user.  
As part of the profile screen of the app, it has been added a connection with My-TRAC travel 
companion, for those users that want to organize a trip. 
 
Crowdedness prediction  

This is probably the biggest improvement/extension in the second phase of the app which gives 
an interesting added value to the user. This has been thoroughly explained during the document, 
but as a sum-up, in the stations available in Co-APS the user can now see the occupancy levels 
in order to be able to decide the best time (safest in terms of a more contactless experience) for 
using the public transport. The user already sees only the information for the city they registered 
but can choose between two filters: 1) select a single station or “all stations”, and 2) also the 
day, we have information for a complete week ahead. This information of the occupancy is a 
complex model created for Barcelona, Sofia, Athens and Karditsa combining information from 
the app but also separate data sets, such as the occupancy detected by the weight sensors in 
the metro cars in Barcelona. 

UI/UX details to improve user experience 

Finally, there were also some improvements done for usability and user experience. We 
detected that the font selected in the design for the titles which is called Poppins4 lacked certain 
characters (called glyphs) to be able to fully support multiple alphabets (i.e., Roman, Greek, 
Cyrillic). The font was changed to FiraSans5 that includes all necessary glyphs.  
 

 
4 https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Poppins 
5 https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Fira+Sans?category=Sans+Serif&query=fira+sans 
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In order to accommodate a new main functionality in the app (crowdedness) there was a 
remodel of the bottom navigation bar, designing a new icon for the crowdedness functionality, 
but also a new app informative icon, and a dynamic highlighting animation. Figure 19 shows this 
change: 

 

 

Figure 19: Two versions Bottom navigation bar 

New informative pop-up screen has been added in order to help the user to have a quick 
overview of all the functionalities available in the app. Figure 20 shows this screen: 

 

Figure 20: Informative pop-up, available from the top part of the screen 

At last, some other minor UI/UX details were also improved, such as the check my score link, 
adding a % symbol to the questions that requested percentages, spell check, etc. 
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2. Co-APS pilots  
This section aims to present the relation of the pilot sites with the technological developments 

as well as the results of Co-APS pilots derived by an extensive analysis. The following section 

provides the general context that was used in order to have concrete execution plans and be 

able to assess the technologies and Co-APS functionalities considering time, technical, legal 

constraints derived by both the KAVA plan and pilots locations’ specifications. 

2.1. Pilot’s restrictions and focus related with technologies 

implementation 

In Co-APS, we have chosen four different locations/cities to assess Co-APS technologies. These 
cities were chosen strategically based on their size and their cultural differences. The latter is 
reflected in the development of technologies as well as the amount of available information by 
the opportunistic sources. Additionally, during the project execution it was decided to add 
Athens as a pilot site due to dissemination and exploitation reasons. 

• Barcelona (SP) has modern and well-developed public transport to get quickly anywhere 
in the city. The metro, bus and tram all run at a very tight pace and until late into the 
night. In addition, there are several cable cars, funicular railways, railways, sightseeing 
buses, taxis, local trains, night buses and many other means of transport. Barcelona is 
served mostly by TMB (partner of Co-APS) and its surrounding areas of the metropolis 
by RENFE and FGC, and other Bus companies that cover the greater metropolitan area. 
The Barcelona metropolitan area has around 3.3 million people and it is one of the most 
touristic cities in Europe. 
 

• Sofia (BG) has the largest and the most complex urban transport system in Bulgaria, 
including tram, trolleybus, bus, and metro transport. The public transport services are 
provided by 3 municipal operators: Stolichen avtotransport EAD – bus transport, 
Stolichen elektrotransport EAD – trams and trolleybus services, Metropioliten EAD – 
metro services, and 2 private bus operators. The whole Sofia Capital Municipality has a 
population of about 1.5 million inhabitants. 
 

• Karditsa (GR) aims to become a fully sustainable city. Regarding sustainable mobility, 
there is already a significant share of biking and walking. However, public transport is 
also a popular option on many occasions. Karditsa has two transport operators, one for 
the urban bus routes and one for the suburban bus routes called KTEL. Karditsa is a 
relatively small city with a population of close to 40 thousand inhabitants. 
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• Istanbul (TK) has a complex transport network. Public transport in Istanbul comprises a 
bus network, various rail systems, funiculars, and maritime services to serve the more 
than 13 million inhabitants of the city spread over an area of 5712 km². Just to provide 
an idea of the scale of the transport system Figure 21 shows only the metro lines of 
Istanbul.  
 

 

Figure 21: Istanbul’s metro lines 

• Athens (GR) has a similar transport system with Barcelona however has around 6 million 
inhabitants. The complex system provided by this city gives us a significant added value, 
even though it is not one of the consortium partners. 

The focus of Co-APS pilots differs based on the scenarios chosen by the pilot leaders (see section 
2.2 and DEL 04). The implementation and the assessment of the technologies level had also an 
impact on different aspects which are summarized in Table 8. Cultural and demographic aspects 
are the aspects that have an effect on the uptake of technologies and are determined by users’ 
profiles such as tendency to use various apps, tendency to use apps that are highly 
recommended by the service provider or apps that have a large market uptake. Due to the 
limited time of the pilots’ duration, we are not able to identify these aspects, but it is worth 
mentioning them. Legal aspects played a crucial role in the technology’s development of Co-
APS. All EU countries are obliged to comply with GDPR; however, Turkey is considered as a 3rd 
country and under the Turkish law all the data created by Turkish citizens need to stay in Turkey 
and that is the reason for the creation of a separate version for Turkey. However, due to time 
limitations (see DEL 06) the pilot initiation for Turkey was delayed making sure that the Data 
Processing Agreement (DPA) was signed by IBB and UPC. In other words, although the Turkish 
version of the app is implemented and ready to be deployed, it could not be published due to 
delays in the legal agreements.  

COVID-19 measures also had an impact on the conduction of the pilots and Co-APS partners 
tried to find alternatives and contingency measures to assess as much as possible the application 
of Co-APS and be able to improve the technologies. The measures taken by the government’s 
authorities had a great impact in the pilots’ sites of Bulgaria and Greece which faced a lock down 
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during the 95% of the duration of the pilots. Citizens of those pilot sites have downloaded the 
app, but it is obvious that despite the pilot leader’s dissemination activities, the number of 
installations was low. For that reason, in Sofia, Karditsa and Athens we have conducted Online 
Focus Groups (OFG)  in order to get the feedback from the users. The results of the OFG are 
reported in DEL 04 as the objective of these focus groups was not only to assess the current 
technologies but also to get insights on how we could improve the technologies. Through these 
OFG we were also interested in understanding the use of the baseline existing functionalities 
such as crowdsourcing and how functionalities of a travel companion like route planning, activity 
recommendations and group creation could be extended to provide a better travel experience 
to the user of Co-APS. The co-existence of Co-APS with a travel companion, could lead to travel 
recommendations considering the crowdedness of stations and public spaces, for the health 
security of the traveler. 

 

Table 10: Co-APS pilots main aspects related with testing 

Pilot site Barcelona Sofia Karditsa Istanbul Athens 

Cultural and demographic 
aspects 

Low N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Legal aspects No issues No issues No issues 
Different 
law 

No issues 

COVID-19 Measures 
impact 

Low High HIgh Low HIgh 

 

Finally, Table 11 presents how the different functionalities of Co-APS were tested per pilot site 

and how (i.e., internally, on-site, focus groups). For the internal testing UPC and Sparsity have 

developed a template to register the bugs and issues in a concrete way which can be found in 

Annex 1. 

Table 11: Pilot sites and functionalities testing 

Pilot site Barcelona Sofia Karditsa Istanbul Athens 

Fu
n

ct
io

n
al

it
ie

s Registration 
Internally, 
on site 

Internally, 
on site, 
focus 
groups 

Internally, 
on site, 
focus 
groups 

Internally 
Internally, on 
site, focus 
groups 

Profile 
Internally, 
on site 

Internally, 
on site, 
focus 
groups 

Internally, 
on site, 
focus 
groups 

Internally 
Internally, on 
site, focus 
groups 
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Challenges 
Internally, 
on site 

Internally, 
on site, 
focus 
groups 

Internally, 
on site, 
focus 
groups 

Internally 
Internally, on 
site, focus 
groups 

Scores & 
rewards 

Internally, 
on site 

Internally Internally Internally Internally 

Winners 
Internally, 
on site 

Internally 
Internally, 
on site6 

Internally Internally 

Occupancy 
Internally, 
on site 

Internally, 
focus 
groups 

Internally, 
focus 
groups 

Internally 
Internally, focus 
groups 

 

Based on the information provided above, Co-APS pilots started in mid-October at the moment 
that the first version of Co-APS was available. In mid-November we released a second version of 
Co-APS, as it is depicted in Figure 4 at the introduction of this deliverable. The presentation of 
results and the analysis that follows includes this timeline. However, the results were not only 
affected by technological developments but also by the dissemination activities performed by 
all partners and especially the pilot leaders. Furthermore, we need to mention that taking into 
account technological, social and legal aspects and constraints, we decided to have a different 
focus for each pilot site (Figure 22) in order to get the best possible results on technologies’ 
assessment.  

 
6 Karditsa has already announced the provision of 3 bikes to the most frequent users of Co-APS after allowing them to participate at 
a lottery. Co-APS is going to run even after the finalization of the project and, to that end, the Municipality of Karditsa, in 
collaboration with UPC, aims to provide these awards at the time that COVID-19 measures allow citizens to travel at greater extent. 
It is also crucial to mention that these prizes are not costs that will be included in the cost statements of Co-APS by the Municipality 
of Karditsa 
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Figure 22: Co-APS pilots’ focus of testing 

To that end, it was decided that Barcelona’s focus and scope would be to have a full-scale pilot 
and test all the functionalities on site because the COVID-19 situation allowed us to do so, and 
both TMB and UPC stressed dissemination activities (see also DEL04) to have such results in such 
a limited timeframe. Furthermore, Barcelona is a common pilot site with My-TRAC travel 
companion (developed by My-TRAC project (http://www.my-trac.eu/) funded Shift2Rail 
initiative), so we also implemented and deployed the use of the Co-APS library in a real Travel 
Companion. Barcelona has arranged a number of ecological merchandising products, including 
a protective mask, to be given the most active users. Those products have been printed with the 
logo of Co-APS, EIT-UM and the EU flag, making emphasis on the european funding provided. 

Karditsa pilot’s focus from the beginning was towards additional travel services as Karditsa is a 
city which is not heavily digitized e.g., they do not have GTFS data, telematics, online ticket 
system, automatic ticket validation system or a travel companion. Hence, it was thought from 
the beginning to have one OFG in Karditsa but, due to the lockdown measure, the OFG became 
obligatory.  

The pilot in Sofia initially was planned to have a full-scale pilot but due to COVID-19 restrictions 
we had to adopt the second version and add more challenges as a mitigation measure. Also, due 
to the lock down measures, we had to change the focus and run focus groups which was our 
contingency plan.  

The pilot in Istanbul was initially planned as a full-scale pilot, as in Barcelona, but due to time 
limitations, we had to elicit and identify firstly the data requirements in a different way, and we 
had to proceed through legal agreements and through the adjustment of technologies (M3). 

http://www.my-trac.eu/
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Consequently, thanks to the legal restrictions that we encountered, we had to adjust our focus 
to the development of a separate app which complies with the legal requirements of a third 
country and creates a framework that will allow Co-APS to be transferred to 3rd countries 
outside EU that are not under the GDPR legislation (please also refer to DEL 06). This framework 
allowed us to develop a white label solution that we now have and can be deployed at any 
moment.  

The pilot site of Athens, that is an “external” pilot, was decided to be included in Co-APS for 
transferability reasons and also to complement the adjustments of the Co-APS libraries and the 
integration of Co-APS with My-TRAC. Additionally, we had a stakeholders’ workshop and 
representatives from different municipalities of Athens were interested in Co-APS technologies 
and demonstrating to them results might allow us to speed the market uptake and gain potential 
clients (see also DEL 04).  

2.2. Pilots’ scenarios and data 

Considering the focus of each pilot and aligning it with the Co-APS pilot leader vision, different 

scenarios were created to be able to test the application in an effective way. The scenarios were 

based on the context of the pilots which includes aspects of the transport system and the 

availability of data and technologies. Hence, each pilot leader with the assistance of UPC has 

defined a scenario. These scenarios are translated into coding and more specifically are 

determining the functionality of the scheduler.  

Barcelona: TMB for tackling the challenge of COVID-19 and implement changes on its services 

posed by the government’s measures, has implemented sensors in some of its metro lines and 

it is gradually placing more sensors. Additionally, the record of the ticket validation is not 

available as these datasets are not belonging to TMB. Therefore, the scenario of Co-APS was to 

launch challenges in certain metro stations. To be more specific L5 metro line (centric stations, 

Wi-Fi enabled, sensor data, next to bus hub), Diagonal, Sagrera, S. Família and L4 metro station 

(no sensor data): Barceloneta Adjacent bus-stops (Figure 23). The reason that this scenario was 

chosen was to complement these stations with crowdsourced data. Furthermore, the challenges 

of Barcelona are not only focusing on the crowdedness but also on the implementation of 

restriction measures. The idea behind questions such as “what percentage of the people around 

you are wearing a protection mask” allows the transport service provider to detect issues. On 

the other hand, at the stations that we have historical occupancy data from sensors the accuracy 

of prediction is high so Co-APS.  
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Figure 23: Pilot scenario of Barcelona 

Karditsa: The level of information in Karditsa concerning its transport system is low and the local 

transport operators do not have implement any technologies which could assist them to gather 

data for occupancy. So, we decided that Co-APS was a good opportunity to generate data. At 

Karditsa challenges are launched every 15minutes at all the bus stations of two main lines with 

a limit of participation to 4 challenges per day per volunteer in order not to irritate the user with 

continuous pop ups.  

 

Sofia: Considering the suggestions of Sofia’s traffic authority representatives initially it was 

decided to launch challenges at Pliska Station that is a transport hub with a major bus stop 

servicing 7 bus lines, 4 trolley bus and 2 electric bus lines. However, during the pilots’ execution 

period the measures for COVID in Bulgaria got sticker and to have more volunteers it was 

decided to add 5 more locations to launch challenges, the following: Serdika-Metro Line 1, Lavov 

Most (Lion’s Bridge)-ground level bus lines and metro station, Krasno selo Hipodruma - bus stops 

and metro line 3, Orlov Most (Eagles’ Bridge)-bus stops and metro lines 1 & 3, Pette kyosheta 

(Five Corners)-bus stop, trolleybus and tram stops (Figure 24). 
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Figure 24: Pilot scenario of Sofia 

Istanbul: The pilot scenario of Istanbul included Zincirlikuyu Metrobus Station (Transport Hub) 

as for this station historic data from ticket cancellations were available and it is a transport hub 

that is regularly crowded even in COVID times. This station features bus stations in all four 

directions, to Levent, Mecidiyeköy and Beşiktaş as the first stop before the Bosporus Bridge and 

the last one after the bridge for commuter bus traffic coming from the Asian side of the city. It 

is served by more than 40 İETT city bus lines, and 5 of the 8 metrobus lines, being the terminal 

of some.  
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Figure 25: Pilot scenario of Istanbul 

Athens: The pilot scenario of Athens was following the same concept of Istanbul (in a much 

smaller scale of course) as Syntagma station that was chosen is a transport hub that connects 4 

out of the 5 metro lines of Athens, being the common point of a cross and facilitating the 

connection with buses, tram and MaaS (Figure 26). 

 

 

Figure 26: Pilot scenario of Athens 
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2.3. Pilots’ results 

This section presents the results extracted by the Co-APS pilots. The main analysis was 

conducted on 22/12. The number of downloads for Co-Aps application has been of 578 both 

between Android and iOS users. Around 44% of total downloads come from iOS users whilst 

56% come from Android. It is quite a significant metric to consider given the decision that was 

taken of using a cross-platform framework such as Flutter, for the technological development of 

the solution. The chart below shows the numbers of downloads during the first and second 

versions of the application. It is interesting to notice the spikes which are timed with the 

dissemination efforts. 

 

 

Figure 27: Number of downloads in google play store 

 

For example, looking into the metrics provided by Deepint tool we see that up to this date, 84 

challenges were played by users (22/12). Considering that users can participate in multiple 

challenges and there were around 600 downloads, we feel that participation rate is very low. 

The vast majority of users come from Barcelona (94%) location, nevertheless there were 

downloads in the different pilot sites. This can be seen in the chart below.  
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Figure 28: Co-APS users division by age (by 22/12) 

Taking a deeper look into the participation we find that despite having users from three different 

countries, only users from Barcelona and Sofia participated in challenges. The current situation 

of COVID made it hard to make the pilots in Greece, mainly due to lockdown restrictions. Again, 

the chart below shows how there were many more challenges played in Barcelona rather than 

Sofia. 

 

Figure 29: Challenges played per location (by 22/12) 
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Although many of participants come from Barcelona area, there is a wide range of users that 

have tested the application. Regarding gender, 49% are male and 47% represent female users, 

of all ages: 

• 11,1% represent users between 18 and 24 years old. 

• 15,7% represent users between 25 and 34 years old. 

• 22,1% represent users between 35 and 44 years old. 

• 26;7% represent users between 45 and 54 years old. 

• 17,2% represent users between 55 and 65 years old. 

• 7,2%% represent users that are older than 65 years old.  

 

Very interestingly we can note that a 73,2% of the total user base are older than 35 years old 

giving us valuable feedback regarding our potential market fit. Regarding the means of transport 

used, we find that 31,3% of participants use bus and 45,5% use metro. This information is 

coherent considering that both pilot sites, Barcelona, and Sofia, were taking place in those 

means of transport. 

Another interesting insight from the Co-APS user is the division between the travel purpose 

which is the following: 

• Education 41users 

• Other 162 users  

• Work 316 users  

Most participants used public transport to commute to work which is why they reported (86,7%) 

it was particularly important for them to arrive on time. 

The coefficient of trustworthiness of the Co-APS users varies, as it is shown in Figure 30, we have 

168 users who have coefficient between 0.53 and 0.58 which is a good aspect, however the 

majority of the people have a low coefficient which means that in order to provide good results 

we need at least 4 people answering one challenge.  

 

Figure 30: Co-APS users trustworthiness weight 

Additionally, we have noticed that during the Christmas period there has been a spike of 

participation in challenges which is depicted in the following figures.  
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Figure 31: Challenges played per location (by 24/12) 

 

Figure 32: Challenges played in Barcelona on 23/12 
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Figure 33: Occupancy evolution at the different stations of Barcelona based on crowdsourcing data of 23/12 

 

Figure 34: Occupancy estimation by crowdsourcing data in Barcelona on 23/12 

3. Conclusions and next steps 
The development of a smartphone application and libraries working in android and iOS 

environment developed using Flutter technology and based on CIGO CORE and My-TRAC 

technologies have been developed and has six main functionalities namely Registration, 

Personal Profile, Challenges, Scores & Rewards, Winners (inside Scores & Rewards module) and 

Occupancy. The technologies developed have as final users; citizens, travellers, volunteers and 

are part of Co-APS ecosystem, hence they are connected with the analytics tool deepint which 

is the interface of the transport service operators and cities. These technologies and 

functionalities mentioned have been tested internally and at five different pilot locations sites 

(i.e., Barcelona-SP, Karditsa-GR, Sofia-BG, Istanbul-TK, and Athens-GR). Each pilot site has served 

a different focus and scenario to meet the requirements posed by the pilot leaders and the 

overcome the barriers posed by lack of data (i.e., Karditsa and Athens), legislation, and data 

privacy (i.e., Turkey) as well as the governmental measures towards COVID-19 like lock down 

measures in Bulgaria and Greece.  
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A main conclusion derived by the technological developments is that co-creation workshops 

with the end users provide a significant assistance in defining the functionalities and adjusting 

the technologies to the needs of the end user. Having a diverse pilot focus allowed us to test 

different aspects of the technologies and being agile and adaptable which is a promising aspect 

to scalability and transferability. Reaching critical mass in an application is a challenge and this 

challenge can be tackled with the assistance of good dissemination and also with quality data 

provided to the users (see case of Barcelona). The development of technologies should always 

be matched with the pilot dissemination activities to have the best possible results and each 

pilot leader should adjust his dissemination plans and provision of awards depending on the 

pilots’ context and focus. Specifically, from the pilot site of Istanbul we learnt not to 

underestimate the time that contracts need to be developed and signed concerning data 

processes and attention needs always to be on personal data and data sharing among EU and 

third countries. Having reporting processing and standardizing testing procedures allows all the 

partners to participate in technologies assessment and to have a better understanding of the 

developments. Moreover, the users are more engaged if there are more challenges, as the 

possibility of answering a challenge is higher. Another general conclusion derived by all the 

pilots’ sites which might sound “cliché” is that running a pilot during COVID-19 is difficult to 

reach a massive response of volunteers due to COVID-19 measures, changes in ridership and 

minimization of travels by citizens. However, the results of the analysis provide good insights 

such as that our choice of developing an app for both android and iOS was right and that 

procedure of scenarios identification and active participation of all pilot leaders gave us good 

results. Additionally, the diversity of Co-APS pilots played a crucial role in having results that lead 

us to the next steps.  

Our next steps are to keep the application in both Google play store and Apple store for at least 

6 months and improve the functionalities of Co-APS and add functionalities of a travel 

companion based on the results of the focus groups which are presented in DEL04. Concerning 

the pilots and the continuous assessment, we aim to run the pilot of Istanbul even if the project 

has reached its finalization (we are waiting for the Data Processing Agreement to be signed by 

IBB and UPC, the dissemination material is ready and for deploying the Turkish version of Co-

APS we need 4 working days), to allow all the partners use the app in the following months and 

have access to data derived by the Co-APS components.  

  



4. Annex 1 

 

TESTING FUNCTIONALITIES CHECKLIST 

 

General information  

Name of tester  e.g: Dàmaris Coll (UPC) 

Type of mobile   e.g: Iphone 11 

OS version  e.g: 14.0.1 

Location  e.g: Barcelona 

Language used in 
the phone 

 e.g: English 

Registration 
method 

 e.g: Apple ID 

GPS fake?  e.g: Real location / Fake GPS  
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Sign-up Yes / No 
(or 

comment) 
1.1. The app shows a splash screen followed by a 2-screen wizard (check also if translations are correct)  

ISSUES 

 

 

 

 

Please 
provide 
screenshots 
when 
describing 
issues 

1.2. A sign up/log in screen appears, with an accept the terms and conditions (it is currently blank because we 

are missing the final document) 

 

ISSUES 

 

 

 

 

Please 
provide 
screenshots 
when 
describing 
issues 

1.3. Ability to register through: email, Google, Apple, or Facebook account  

ISSUES 

 

 

 

 

Please 
provide 
screenshots 
when 
describing 
issues 

1.4. Error message when typing incorrect email or password  

ISSUES 

 

 

 

 

Please 
provide 
screenshots 
when 
describing 
issues 

1.5. Other  

ISSUES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1.  

Please 
provide 
screenshots 
when 
describing 
issues 
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Profile Creation Yes / No 
(or 
comment) 

2.1.  Mandatory personal profile questionnaire  

ISSUES 

 

 

 

 

Please 
provide 
screenshots 
when 
describing 
issues 

2.2.   Mandatory transport use profile questionnaire  

ISSUES 

 

 

 

 

Please 
provide 
screenshots 
when 
describing 
issues 

2.3. Mandatory 20 question perception profile questionnaire (30 secs/question)  

ISSUES 

 

 

 

 

Please 
provide 
screenshots 
when 
describing 
issues 

2.4. Please, create a perception profile answering all questions  

ISSUES 

 

 

 

 

Please 
provide 
screenshots 
when 
describing 
issues 

2.5. Please, with another user, create a perception profile leaving some questions without answering  

ISSUES 

 

 

 

 

Please 
provide 
screenshots 
when 
describing 
issues 

2.6. Other  

ISSUES 

 

 

 

 

Please 
provide 
screenshots 
when 
describing 
issues 
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Scheduler Yes / No 
(or 
comment) 3.1. The app shows a map with the challenges of the day (locations are in gray)  

ISSUES 

 

 

 

 

Please 
provide 
screenshots 
when 
describing 
issues 

3.2. Challenges are only live 5 mins before starting, if you are in the location, they change color in the map (to 
orange/yellow) 

 

ISSUES 

 

 

 

 

Please 
provide 
screenshots 
when 
describing 
issues 

3.3. When a challenge isn’t live, you can’t participate  

ISSUES 

 

 

 

 

Please 
provide 
screenshots 
when 
describing 
issues 

3.4. Live challenges have extra information and the play button   

ISSUES 

 

 

 

 

Please 
provide 
screenshots 
when 
describing 
issues 

3.5. The timeout works correctly, it lasts 40s and once it ends it doesn’t allow to answer  

ISSUES 

 

 

 

 

Please 
provide 
screenshots 
when 
describing 
issues 

3.6. The app shows a confirmation screen when completing the challenge  

ISSUES 

 

 

 

 

Please 
provide 
screenshots 
when 
describing 
issues 

3.7. Other  

ISSUES 

 

 

 

 

Please 
provide 
screenshots 
when 
describing 
issues 
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Point system Yes / No 
(or 
comment) 

4.1. The user can see updated points and score information (Points, ranking position, filter of points)   
NOTE: points are only computed once the challenge is completely closed. 

 

ISSUES 

 

 

 

 

Please 
provide 
screenshots 
when 
describing 
issues 

4.2. The user can access the rewards information  

ISSUES 

 

 

 

 

Please 
provide 
screenshots 
when 
describing 
issues 

4.3. Other  

ISSUES 

 

 

 

 

Please 
provide 
screenshots 
when 
describing 
issues 

Edit, request and/or erase personal data  

5.1. Ability to request to edit profile and information is changed  

ISSUES 

 

 

 

 

Please 
provide 
screenshots 
when 
describing 
issues 

5.2. Ability to request all of historical data, and reception of information through email  

ISSUES 

 

 

 

 

Please 
provide 
screenshots 
when 
describing 
issues 

5.3. Request to erase the account and receive confirmation. Afterwards, the app closes  

ISSUES 

 

 

 

 

Please 
provide 
screenshots 
when 
describing 
issues 
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 5.4. Other  

ISSUES 

 

 

 

 

Please 
provide 
screenshots 
when 
describing 
issues 



5. Annex 2: Micro services 

documentation 
 

POST getuserinfo 

Descripción: 

Envía un correo electrónico con la información relativa al identificador de usuario. 

Parámetros entrada: 

email: (string) Correo a enviar la información 

Parámetros salida: 

'Data': 

'OK', nil 

'Message': 

'Type': "SUCCESS", "ERROR" 

'Text': string con la descripción del error 

POST deleteuserinfo 

Descripción: 

Envía un correo electrónico una vez se ha procedido a eliminar los datos del usuario. 

Parámetros entrada: 

email: (string) Correo a enviar que se va a eliminar la información 

Parámetros salida: 

'Data': 

'OK', nil 
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'Message': 

'Type': "SUCCESS", "ERROR" 

'Text': string con la descripción del error 

POST checkuserregistration 

Descripción: 

Verifica en que estado del registro se encuentra un user, se identifica mediante el token enviado. Devuelve que cuestionarios ha 

realizado (personal_profile_done, transport_use_profile_done, perception_profile_done) 

Parámetros entrada: 

'client': 'firebase', indica que la autenticación se realiza mediante firebase 

Parámetros salida: 

'Data': 

'OK', nil 

'Message': 

'Type': "SUCCESS", "ERROR" 

'Text': string con la descripción del error 

POST getpoll 

Descripción: 

Servicio para recoger una encuesta 

Parámetros entrada (url): 

'client': 'firebase', indica que la autenticación se realiza mediante firebase 

Parámetros entrada (body): 

'poll_id': (uint) identificador de la poll en caso de los challenges (opcional)  

'lang': 'en', 'es', 'ca', 'tr', 'el', 'bg' 

'type': 'REG_PRC_PRF', 'REG_TRS_PRF', 'REG_PRC_PRF', ... 

'with_responses': (bool) Con las respuestas del usuario o no. Si no encuantra la encuesta devolverá siempre a false el campo Selected 

Parámetros salida: 
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'Data': 

'OK', nil 

'Message': 

'Type': "SUCCESS", "ERROR" 

'Text': string con la descripción del error 

POST setpolls 

Descripción: 

Servicio para recoger una encuesta 

Parámetros entrada (url): 

'client': 'firebase', indica que la autenticación se realiza mediante firebase 

Parámetros entrada (body): 

'polls_responses': lista de polls a setear 

'challenge_id': (uint) ientificador del challenge a almacenar (obligatoria si es un challenge)  

'poll_id': identificador de la poll 

'responses': lista de responses 

'question_id': identificador de la question  

'selected': lista de las answers seleccionadas  

'id': identificador de la answer seleccionada/s (mínimo una) 

Parámetros salida: 

'Data': 

'OK', nil 

'Message': 

'Type': "SUCCESS", "ERROR" 

'Text': string con la descripción del error 

POST availablechallenges 

Descripción: 
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Devuelve los challenges que no hayan acabado en las siguientes 24h a partir del timestamp  

Parámetros entrada: 

'timestamp': (int64) Momento a partir del cual se quieren devolver los challenges 

Parámetros salida: 

'Data':([]ResAvailableChallenge) Array de challenges availables 

(struct) ResAvailableChallenge: 

'id': (uint) Identificador del challenge 

'lat': (float64) Latitud del challenge 

'lon': (float64) Longitud del challenge 

'time_start' (int64) Timestamp que indica el inicio del challenge 

'time_end' (int64) Timestamp que indica el fin del challenge 

'distance_accepted: (float64) Distancia de aceptación del challenge 

'Message' 

'Type': (string) tipo que marca la resolución de la llamada. Valores posibles: SUCCESS,ERROR 

'Text': string con la descripción de la resolución 

POST getchallengeinformation 

Descripción: 

Devuelve información detallada del challenge 

Parámetros entrada: 

'lang': (string) Idioma del que devolver las categorías opcional Valores posibles: en,es,ca Por defecto: en 

'challenge_id': (uint) Identificador del challenge obligatorio  

Parámetros salida: 

'Data':(ResGetChallenge) Challenge information 

(struct) ResGetChallenge: 

'id': (uint) Identificador del challenge 

'poll_id': (uint) Identificador de la encuesta del challenge 
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'time_start' (int64) Timestamp que indica el inicio del challenge 

'time_end' (int64) Timestamp que indica el fin del challenge 

'distance_accepted': (float64) Distancia de aceptación del challenge 

'challenge_type_code': (string) Identificador del tipo de encuesta 

'challenge_location_code_ext': (string) Identificador de la localización 

'challenge_location_localization': (string) Localización en formato string de la location  

'challenge_location_description': (string) Descripción de la location 

'challenge_location_extra_info': (string) Información extra de la location (puede venir vacía) 

'lat': (float64) Latitud del challenge 

'lon': (float64) Longitud del challenge 

'points': (int) Puntos del challenge 

'Message' 

'Type': (string) tipo que marca la resolución de la llamada. Valores posibles: SUCCESS,ERROR 

'Text': string con la descripción de la resolución 

 

POST getuserpointsranking 

Descripción: 

Conigue los puntos y el ranking del usuario en su región actual 

Parámetros entrada: 

No hay 

Parámetros salida: 

'Data': 

'points': (int) Puntos en la región actual 

'ranking': (int) Ranking en la región actual  

'url': (string) Donde ver descripcion coaps y premios 

'winner_code': (string) Código de ganador 
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'Message': 

'Type': "SUCCESS", "ERROR" 

'Text': string con la descripción del error 

 

POST getuserpointsperiod 

Descripción: 

Devuelve las descripciones de las localizaciones y puntos de varios días atrás ordenado de mas nuevo a más antiguo 

Parámetros entrada: 

'lang': (string) Identificador de registro de la anterior petición obligatorio  

'days: (int) Días atrás 

Parámetros salida: 

'Data': ([]ResPointsPeriod) Array del tipo ResPointsPeriod 

'ResPointsPeriod': 

ChallengeID: (uint) Identificador del challenge 

Description: (string) Nombre descriptivo de la localización 

Points: (int) Puntos del challenge asociados a la localización 

CreatedAt: (int64) Timestmp del momento de registro en la bd 

'Message': 

'Type': "SUCCESS", "ERROR" 

'Text': string con la descripción del error 

 

POST getrewardsurl 

Descripción: 

Devuelve la url de los rewards 

Parámetros entrada: 
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No hay 

Parámetros salida: 

'Data': (string) Contiene la url de los rewards 

'Message': 

'Type': "SUCCESS", "ERROR" 

'Text': string con la descripción del error 

 

POST getstations 

Descripción: 

Devuelve las estaciones para las cuales puede existir heatmaps 

Parámetros entrada: 

'lang': (string) Idioma del que devolver las categorías opcional Valores posibles: en,es,ca Por defecto: en 

Parámetros salida: 

'Data': []string  

'Message' 

'Type': (string) tipo que marca la resolución de la llamada. Valores posibles: SUCCESS,ERROR 

'Text': string con la descripción de la resolución 

POST getstationheatmap 

Descripción: 

Devuelve el heatmap por estación y dia 

Parámetros entrada: 

'lang': (string) Idioma del que devolver las categorías opcional Valores posibles: en,es,ca Por defecto: en 

'station': (string) Nombre de la estación devuelta por [getstations]  

'date': (string) Fecha en el siguiente formato DD/MM/YYYY 

Parámetros salida: 
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'Data': []Hheople HhPeople: 'station': (string): nombre de la estación pedida 'occup': ([]Occupation) Lista de ocupación para la 

estación y para el día Occupation: 'hh': (int) Indica a hora 'people': (int) Indica la gente  

'Message' 

'Type': (string) tipo que marca la resolución de la llamada. Valores posibles: SUCCESS,ERROR 

'Text': string con la descripción de la resolución 

 

 


